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F rom the first proposed 
uranium mine in New 
Mexico in 30 years to 
rolling back water  

protections that have been in 
place for decades, the life-
giving resources of our state 
are under attack.  
 
Governor Martinez continues to 
wage war on the safeguards 
that protect the water we drink 
and the air we breathe. Over 
the last three years, her  
administration has: rolled back 
the state’s cost-saving energy 
code, removed critical carbon 
pollution reduction rules,  
dismantled the rules that  
govern how oil and gas wastes 
are disposed, and is currently 
exploring copper mining rules 
that would contaminate our 
groundwater and violate the 
New Mexico Clean Water Act.  
 
We can’t allow this devastating 
trend to continue. Here are just 
a few of the ways CVNM and 
our members, like you, are 
fighting back: 
 
Roca Honda uranium mine: 
Canadian Strathmore Minerals 

and Japanese Sumitomo  
Corporation — known as the 
Roca Honda Resources LLC 
Joint Venture — are attempting 
to pave the way for a new  
uranium mine on Mount Taylor,  
considered a sacred site by 
many people, including the  
Acoma, Laguna, Zuni and  
Navajo. 
 
Uranium mining has a record 
of contaminating  
groundwater in New Mexico. 
Our state is home to hundreds 
of abandoned uranium mines, 
with thousands more on t 
he Navajo reservation. We 
can’t allow new uranium mines 
when billions of dollars of 
cleanup has yet to happen, es-
pecially now when water is be-
coming more and more pre-
cious due to extreme statewide 
drought.  
 
Roca Honda would use  
millions of gallons of water 
each day, pumped directly 
from the underground  
aquifer that the nearby  
communities rely on for  
drinking water. These  
communities continue to live 

with the contamination of the 
past. Families living near  
abandoned uranium mines and 
mills notice increased rates of 

cancers and other health  
problems. To proceed with 
more mines without knowing 
the scope of impact to people’s 
health is dangerous and  
deadly.  
 
Conservation Voters New  
Mexico Education Fund 
(CVNMEF) gathered over 830 
public comments on the U.S. 
Forest Service’s Draft  
Environmental Impact  
Statement (DEIS) on the mine 
proposal. The Forest Service 

(Continued on page 3) 

 

Stay informed 
 

Interested in getting  
involved with these  
issues (and more)  

as they move forward?  
 

Visit www.CVNM.org  
to sign up for  

email updates. 

http://www.CVNM.org
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I t’s summer—the time when many of 
us look forward to visiting our  

favorite hiking trail, fishing hole or  
vacation spot. It is also the time to  
celebrate the harvest and the promise 
of a bountiful chile season.  
 
But in the short two months that I have been on the job at 
CVNM, our beloved Land of Enchantment has suffered fires 
across the state and the worst drought in the nation. Many of 
our trails have been closed and our turquoise skies obscured 
with smoke. At least one town has run completely out of water. 
Now more than ever, New Mexicans need to stand up for our 
air, land and precious water. 
 
That’s why, as I write this, the CVNM staff is working hard  
within the interim committee process to ensure that the  
conservation issues most important to New Mexicans will be 
addressed in the next session. Interim committees set the 
stage for what will be discussed during the legislative  
session. This is some of the most important work we do all 
year.  
 
We are also meeting people face to face in communities where 
water quality is at risk—such as Cibola and McKinley counties, 
an area threatened by the impending Roca Honda uranium 
mine planned for the flanks of Mount Taylor.   
 
There is much work to do, and this summer is a time for  
preparation and planning. As CVNM’s new Executive Director, 
one of my first priorities is to lead the organization through a 
critical strategic planning process. We will lay the  
groundwork for building power to protect the water we drink 
and the air we breathe in the years ahead.  
 
Together you can help us move into this new era at CVNM—an 
era focused on achieving a pro-conservation majority in the 
state legislature, empowering more citizens, and moving policy 
through the Roundhouse that protects our air, land and water. 
 
With Gratitude –   

 
 
 

Demis Foster, CVNM Executive Director  
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received nearly 9,000 public 
comments on the DEIS and 
said that 98% of those were in 
opposition to the mine. 
 
Thank you for standing up 
for our clean air and water! 
After reviewing the DEIS, the  
Environmental Protection  
Agency said the document  
contains inadequate  
information and recommended 
that the Forest Service “more 
thoroughly outline potential  
approaches to dealing with 
these concerns.”  
 
Get involved: To move  
forward, the mine has to pass 
three key steps: the approval of 
the Forest Service  
Environmental Impact  
Statement, a New Mexico  
Environment Department 
(NMED) permit, and a New 
Mexico Energy, Minerals, and 
Natural Resources water  
permit. Each of these steps will 
include time for public  
comment. We will keep you  
informed of these opportunities. 
 
Copper mine rules: The Water 
Quality Control Commission 
(WQCC) is in the process of  
reviewing a new set of rules 
that govern copper mines, 
crafted by the New Mexico  
Environment Department 
(NMED).  
 

After an 8-month stakeholder 
process to develop a draft rule 
that would be protective of 
groundwater at copper mine 
sites and provide regulatory 
certainty to industry, NMED  
upper-level managers ignored 
the recommendations of NMED 
technical staff and many  
stakeholders from its own  

Copper Rule Advisory  
Committee, and instead  
adopted the mining industry’s 
draft rules.  
 
These rules: 
 Would give the mining  
industry the right to pollute  
thousands of acre-feet of 
groundwater, 
 Are in direct conflict with the 
state Water Quality Act which 
requires polluters to prevent 
groundwater contamination  
during their operations, 

 Could pave the way for  
other polluters to demand  
similar rollbacks in water quality  
safeguards. 
 
CVNM gathered over 260  
petition signatures asking 
the WQCC to protect our  
water with a strong copper 
mining rule. The WQCC staff 

said that many public  
comments came pouring in 
from all corners of the state.  
 
Get involved: The WQCC is 
set to deliberate on hearings 
that took place earlier this  
summer and the copper mine 
rule in their August 13th  
meeting. We’ll provide you with 
more specifics of the meeting 
and any opportunities to get  
involved as the date gets  
closer. 

(Continued from page 1) 

(Continued on page 4) 

The unrelenting attacks on 
our water and air 

In the Governor’s office, Director of Constituent Services  
received the more than 12,000 petitions in support of strong pit 
rules delivered by CVNM Education Fund and SouthWest  
Organizing Project activists and organizers. 
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Pit rules: Despite broad  
support from New Mexicans to 
keep the strong pit rules on the 
books that protect our  
groundwater, members of the 
New Mexico Oil Conservation 
Commission (OCC) – the  
majority appointed by Governor 
Martinez – this June approved 
amendments to the rule  
proposed by two oil and gas  
associations. The amendments 
put our water supplies at risk 
by removing efforts to  
encourage more modern and 
protective closed-loop drilling 
methods.  
 
The weakened rule now allows 
for burial of waste with high  
concentrations of toxic  
chemicals; significantly  
decreases the distance at 
which pits can be located from 
homes and water sources; and 
does not require baseline data  
collection, making it difficult to 
prove that a pit has leaked. It’s 
like having a 300 MPH speed 
limit—useless. 
 
In 2012, amidst OCC hearings 
to consider the amendments to 
the pit rules, CVNM Education 
Fund and SouthWest  
Organizing Project gathered 
and delivered more than 
12,000 petitions from New  
Mexicans expressing support 
for strong pit rules to the  
Governor’s office. 

 
Get involved: The Martinez  
administration needs to know 
that its actions are out of step 
with New Mexicans’ values. It’s 
never too late. Help us spread 
the message. Call Governor 
Martinez at 505.476.2200 and 
let her know you support 
keeping our water clean and 
are disappointed in the rul-
ing. 
 
Nuclear waste storage: The 
federal government is trying to 
quietly open the door to allow 

new and more dangerous types 
of waste into the Waste  
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) 
near Carlsbad. After decades 
of careful consideration and 
study, the facility opened in  
1999. It is designed to safely 
store and dispose of a narrowly 
defined class of radioactive 
waste left over from our  
country’s atomic weapons  
program. New Mexico agreed 
to host WIPP only after strict  
parameters were put on the 
type of waste it would receive 
and state regulators were  
guaranteed a strong role in its 

oversight. 
Currently, WIPP can only  
accept a narrowly defined class 
of waste. But now some want 
to expand WIPP’s mission to  
include other types of  
dangerous wastes that it was 
never designed to house. Nor 
were the people of New Mexico 
consulted about an expanded 
mission for this facility that 
could potentially include storing 
and disposing of vast quantities 
of high level, radioactive spent  
nuclear fuel from the country’s 
private, for-profit, nuclear  

power industry. 
 
Get involved: The Department 
of Energy requested quick  
approval of changes to WIPP’s 
permit that would allow waste 
from leaking tanks at Hanford, 
WA to be moved to the plant. 
Because there is significant 
public interest in the proposal, 
the New Mexico Environment  
Department refused the  
request. There will be thorough 
review and public hearings. 
We’ll keep you informed when 
those public hearings are 
scheduled. 

(Continued from page 3) 

The unrelenting attacks on 

our water and air 

The Waste  

Isolation Pilot 

Plant is located 

about 30 miles 

south east of 

Carlsbad. The 

plant opened its 

doors in 1999. 

 

Photo courtesy of the 

Department of Energy 
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We lost a good one. 

 

As you may know, former Governor Dave Cargo 

passed away on July 5. 

 

What you may not know is that Governor Cargo 

was a trusted advisor and friend to Conservation 

Voters New Mexico (CVNM). A longtime  

member of our Advisory Council, he was always 

ready and willing to pitch in with ideas and  

support. His tenure as Governor (1967-1970) 

was marked by huge strides in protection for 

our air, land and water, reflecting his passion 

for conservation: 

 

 As Governor, Dave Cargo pushed for strong 

air and water pollution controls; his efforts 

laid the groundwork for many of the  

environmental protections we now enjoy. 

 

 Although most of the environmental  

protections he sought couldn’t pass the 

Democratically-controlled legislature, the air 

and water pollution control regulations 

adopted by his agencies represented huge 

leaps forward. 

 

 Under the federal Clean Air Act, he  

successfully pursued EPA designation of an 

air quality control region in the Four Corners 

area. 

 

 He established no fewer than 10 state parks, 

and fought determinedly for the state to  

purchase Eagle Nest Lake, a dream that  

wasn’t realized until 2004. 

 

In addition to his efforts to clean up New  

Mexico’s air and water, he also cleaned up  

elections and government—tackling corruption 

and discrimination. Dave Cargo’s legacy is one 

of cleaner, more responsive government in New 

Mexico.  

 

For CVNM, our friend’s most important legacy 

is one of bipartisanship. Dave Cargo  

demonstrated—better than anyone else—that 

principles matter, not party. Too often,  

environmental protection simply becomes  

(Continued on page 7) 

In honor of the late former Governor David Cargo 

"Heroes are not giant statues 

framed against a red sky.  

They are people who say:  

This is my community,  

and it is my responsibility  

to make it better." 

 

 - Tom McCall, Governor of Oregon (1967-1975)  

and friend of Dave Cargo  

David Cargo circa 1963-1970  
Courtesy: Palace of the Governors  

Photo Archives 
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As a fellow supporter of Conservation Voters New Mexico, I often wonder 
if the world I leave to my four grandchildren will be anything like the world 
in which I grew up as a child—swimming in the Rio Grande, hiking in 
green forests, watching clouds drift in blue skies.  
 
Seeing power plant smog in the Rio Grande valley in 1970, I began  
volunteer work for environmental protection. Since the late 1990's, I have 
focused my attention on wastes and contamination from oil and gas drilling 
and production. As a retired physicist with professional experience in  
numerical modeling, solar buildings, and remediation of contaminated 
soils, I have served as a technical witness in meetings and hearings of the 
New Mexico Environment Department and of the Oil Conservation  
Division of the Energy and Minerals Department. 
 
I believe the most meaningful investment we can make is to ensure that what we value most is  
protected for future generations. Last year, I made an investment in everybody’s future by becoming 
a founding member of CVNM’s Legacy Circle. By naming CVNM as a beneficiary of my estate, I am 
helping to ensure that there will always be a political voice for protecting New Mexico’s clean air,  
water, and treasured places.  
 
I hope that you will consider joining me and becoming a member of CVNM’s Legacy Circle as well. 
You can learn more by visiting www.CVNM.org or contacting Allison Fabara at 505-992-8683. 
 
Thank you for your commitment to protecting our Land of Enchantment. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Donald Neeper 
Los Alamos, NM 

Legacy Circle Spotlight: Don Neeper 

Don Neeper 

Our family of organizations welcomes you to 
check out our newly redesigned websites. Each 
site is easier to navigate and chock full of  
information and tools that will help you stay  
informed and get involved with the issues most 
important to you. Here are some of the highlights 
you’ll find on each site: 
 Legislative priorities, a new blog featuring  

important news and opinions about  
conservation and related New Mexico issues - 
including tools to get involved - can be found 
on our main website at www.CVNM.org. You 
can also access our 2011/2012 interactive 
Conservation Scorecard from the Scorecards 

tab on www.CVNM.org. Our Scorecard  
provides objective, nonpartisan information 
about the conservation voting records of all 
members of the 50th Legislature of New  
Mexico. This is your opportunity to find out if 
your elected officials, including Governor  
Martinez, are representing your conservation 
values in the state legislature. 

 Educational materials can be found on our 
Education Fund site at www.CVNMEF.org. 

 Endorsement information can be found on our 
Political Action Committee site at 
www.CVNMactionfund.org. 

We’ve redesigned our websites! 

http://www.cvnm.org
file:///G:/Communications%20&amp;%20Media/Newsletters/July2013/www.CVNM.org
http://www.CVNM.org
file:///G:/Communications%20&amp;%20Media/Newsletters/July2013/www.CVNMEF.org
http://www.CVNMactionfund.org
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Thank you for your support of Conservation Voters New Mexico. As a valued supporter, we 
want to hear from you: what are the issues you care about most, what is CVNM doing well, 
and what could we do better? 
 
I hope you will take a few minutes and fill out our 2013 Supporter Survey. Your feedback will  
provide CVNM’s staff and board with valuable information as we embark upon a three-year  
strategic planning process and will help us better serve you.  
 
For your feedback to be considered, please fill out the survey by Monday, July 29.  
 
Thank you for your participation and your continued support of CVNM! 
 
Best, 
 
Demis 

We want to hear from you — take our online survey! 

C onservation Voters New Mexico is a nonpartisan, nonprofit 501(c)(4) organization that works to 
protect New Mexico’s natural environment and our cherished way of life by: 
 Educating legislators and voters on critical conservation issues; 
 Lobbying on behalf of pro-conservation legislation; 
 Holding legislators accountable for decisions that impact the environment; and 
 Endorsing and electing pro-conservation candidates to public office. 
 
Visit www.CVNM.org for more information.  

Find our survey at the web address below: 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/CVNMMS2013 

fodder for partisan battles; it’s unfortunate,  

because we all want clean air and water for our 

families and communities. 

 

Dave Cargo understood this. As a Republican, he 

took a conservative approach to natural resource 

management, and made environmental  

protection one of the cornerstones of his  

administration—leaving a more precious New 

Mexico for all of us. 

 

Sally Rodgers, a longtime friend and mentor to 

CVNM, was one of the foremost environmental 

advocates in New Mexico at the time of his  

administration: 

 

Governor Cargo gave so many things for 

which we are still grateful: teaching by 

example the value of not falling into iron

-headed partisanship when the welfare 

of the state is at stake, using humor and 

wit to create bridges between differing 

interests, and never forgetting that  

diversity is strength. 

 

Goodbye, Governor Cargo. You will be deeply 

missed. 

 

Your friends at CVNM, 

Demis, Leanne, Thomas, Allison, Molly and Lili 

(Continued from page 5) 

In honor of the late former Governor  
David Cargo 
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CVNM Education Fund News 

Editor’s note: On May 21, Dr. 
Joseph Shepard, president of 
Western New Mexico  
University, endorsed the  
proposed copper mine rules as 
good for New Mexico. Below is 
an opinion piece in response, 
crafted by CVNM Education 
Fund Board Vice President 
Bernard Ewell and published in 
the Santa Fe New Mexican on 
June 9. 
 

I n response to Dr. Joseph 
Shepard, president of  

Western New Mexico  
University, and his op-ed 
(“New copper rules work for 
New Mexico,” May 21), we 
challenge him to do as he says 
he teaches his students to do. 
While claiming to be an ardent 
proponent of strong  
environmental stewardship, he 
says he teaches his students 
“how to weigh options in order 
to make difficult, ethical  
decisions — decisions that 
have the potential to impact not 
only the future of an enterprise, 
but also that of employees, 
customers, the environment 
and the public.” 
 
The proposed water quality 
rules for copper mining  
facilities violate the state’s 
1978 Water Quality Act in the 
opinions of the New Mexico 
Environmental Law Center and 
the Attorney General’s Office, 
yet Shepard writes in support 
of them. Upper-level managers 
in the New Mexico  

Environment Department, in 
making the proposal, ignored 
the recommendations of their 
own technical staff and many 
stakeholders of their own  
Copper Rule Advisory  
Committee. Rather, they opted 
to reduce the cost of doing 
business for the polluting  
industry while transferring the 
costs of cleanup and all public 
health outcomes to New  
Mexico taxpayers. 
 
Surely, Shepard cannot believe 
that the rules represent strong 
environmental stewardship. 
They would give the mining  
industry the right to pollute 
thousands of acres of  
groundwater under copper 
mining sites and would risk 
contamination of public water 
supplies surrounding mine 
sites for decades to come. This 
is a Martinez administration gift 
to the mining industry, which 
hands the public’s water quality 
to private companies. More 
specifically, it’s a gift to  
Freeport-McMoRan Copper & 
Gold Inc., the world’s largest 
publicly traded copper  
company, which owns the 
three copper mines in the 
state. The company has a  
well-documented history of  
polluting groundwater. 
 
Since 2009, Freeport-
McMoRan has had a major 
role in developing the  
proposed rules and has  
embarked on a high-profile 

public  
relations 
campaign. 
Shepard’s 
opinions, 
from the 
president of 
one of our 
state-owned 
universities, 
appear to be 
a part of their efforts. 
 
The Attorney General’s Office 
stated that the draft rules “in 
essence wholly incorporate the 
comments of the mining  
industry and wholly reject the 
comments of the  
environmental groups.”  
Remember, the former works 
for their shareholders and the 
latter works for the interests of 
all of the people. 
 
This is especially frightening 
when one considers that the 
acceptance of the Proposed 
Water Quality Rules for copper 
mine facilities would almost 
certainly pave the way for other 
industries — dairies, waste-
water treatment plants, other 
mining enterprises, nuclear 
weapons laboratories and  
storage facilities, and an  
estimated 900 others — to  
demand similar rollbacks of 
water standards and  
protections. 
 
When Shepard writes,  
“I encourage the Water Quality 

(Continued on page 9) 

NM needs strong copper mine rules 

Bernard Ewell 
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Jon Goldstein 

Control Commission to approve the Environment Department’s  
proposed copper rules,” it is pretty clear for whom he speaks. It  
certainly isn’t the “employees, customers, the environment and the 
public,” or his students and others who must rely upon the quality of 
groundwater in the future. This is especially true when the current 
and projected drought will cause us to become more and more  
dependent on it. 
 
I strongly urge that the proposed water quality rules for copper 
mine facilities be remanded back to the New Mexico  
Environment Department for revision.  
 
Because 90 percent of New Mexicans rely on groundwater for their 
drinking water, allowing mining companies to contaminate it directly 
threatens our public health. 
 
Bernard Ewell is the vice president of the Conservation Voters 
New Mexico Education Fund Board of Directors. 

(Continued from page 8) 

Jon Goldstein is the president of the Conservation  
Voters New Mexico Education Fund Board of Directors. 
He is the senior energy policy manager with the  
Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), where he helps 
lead EDF’s state-level oil and gas regulatory efforts in 

the Mountain West. Jon was previously appointed by  
Governor Bill Richardson as cabinet secretary of the Energy, Minerals and 
Natural Resources Department in 2010. As cabinet secretary, Jon oversaw 
five divisions and served on the New Mexico Renewable Energy  
Transmission Authority, Finance Authority, and Water Trust Board. 
 
Jon previously served as deputy cabinet secretary of the New Mexico  
Environment Department (NMED) where he was elected chair of the New 
Mexico Water Quality Control Commission and Mining Commission. He was 
also appointed by Governor Richardson as New Mexico's state liaison with 
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
 
Jon received a Masters in Public Policy from Princeton University's Woodrow 
Wilson School of Public and International Affairs, where he was honored with 
the MPP Award for academic achievement and commitment to public service. 
He is also a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Trinity College with honors in  
history. 
 
“I’m on the board of CVNM Education Fund because I can help work on  
issues I care about. When I moved to the east coast for grad school, I felt this 
was my way to stay connected and work on issues back home. Now that I am 
back in Santa Fe, that commitment continues.” Jon said.  
 
Jon lives in Chupadero with his wife Susanne Ducker and son Eli.  

Board member 

 Sp  tlight 

To read the full  
interview with Jon, 
visit CVNMEF.org 

CVNM Education Fund  
Board of Directors 

 
Jon Goldstein, President 

 
Bernard Ewell, Vice President 

 
Javier Benavidez, Secretary 

 
Michael Casaus, Treasurer 

 
Cindy Padilla, Director 

NM needs strong copper mine rules 
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Did you know that the legislature’s work doesn’t end 
with the session? That’s because after the session 
ends, decision-makers begin to discuss key issues 
– like water and energy – that are important to the 
state in meetings called “interim committees.”   
 
Interim committees are an important part of the 
legislative process. Some of the most crucial  
conversations—such as the one that brought about 
the new proposed copper mining rules—begin  
during interim committees, and we make sure we’re 
involved in them right from the start. 
 
With 27 committees discussing any range of issues, 
keeping track of the important meetings can be a 
challenge. That’s why for the first time our  
website ProtectNewMexico.org, will keep you up 
to speed on the interim committee process by 
posting information about upcoming hearings. 
 

ProtectNewMexico.org features important  
information like when and where meetings will be 
held to discuss conservation-related topics and if 
there will be time for New Mexicans, like you, to 
provide comment. All interim committee hearings 
are open to the public. 
 
If you’re interested in learning how to use  
ProtectNewMexico.org or getting further involved in 
interim committees, please contact us. Call us at 
505.992.8683 or email Molly@CVNM.org. 
 
 

Legislative work never really ends 

When Talia Boyd’s 
family relocated 
from Arizona to 
Church Rock in 
New Mexico, she 
didn’t know that it 
was the site of the 
single largest  
release of  
radioactive material 
in U.S. history. 
Now, after eight 
years of  
volunteering and 
working for envi-
ronmental justice, Talia works to ensure that  
communities in Cibola and McKinley  
counties know about the threats to their 
health. 
 
“Once you know, how can you not do  
something?” she said. “I think about it now 
and I can’t believe that we didn’t know about 
the spill. But that’s how it is.” 
 
Talia had family members who were healthy 
and died from cancer. It happened more 
than once and she began to wonder. She 
learned about the spill and other dangers by 
talking among her peers and community 
members. 
 
“It caught me. It pulled me in. I started  
educating myself about the issues,” Talia 
said. “And then I began to share what I 
learned. I started with my family.” 
 
Talia comes from a family of miners. Her 
grandfather was a miner and her mom 
worked as a heavy machinery operator to 
support their family.  

(Continued on page 11) 

CVNM Education Fund 
rural organizer  

elevates water quality 
awareness in Cibola 

and McKinley counties 

On the website, hover over the Calendar link 

in the left-hand column and click on  

Legislative Events to find  

upcoming meeting agendas.  

Talia Boyd 

http://www.ProtectNewMexico.org
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Want to learn more about how 

CVNM is protecting the Land of 

Enchantment,  

one vote at a time? 

 

  

Become a member or renew your 

membership by donating to CVNM! 

Find a donation form on the back 

page of this newsletter. 

Website 

www.CVNM.org 

Phone 505.992.VOTE                      

(8683)  

@ProtectNM 

Like us on 

“I had to have that conversation when I learned 
about the negative effects of mining on our 
lands,” she said. “It opened my family’s eyes. 
That’s why I always tell people to talk to their 
family.” 
 
Talia’s mission gained her mother’s support. As 
a Navajo, Talia was taught to live in harmony 
with the Earth.  
 
“My mom said what I was doing was beautiful,” 
Talia recalled. “We are taught to respect the 
land. We are connected to it. It’s a temple and 
we have to take care of it.” 
 
As CVNM Education Fund’s organizer in Cibola 
and McKinley counties, Talia works to provide 
information to the people about threats to their 
land and the water they drink - with opportunities 
to fight back.  
 

“It’s little things that people just don’t think they 
can or should do. Or they just don’t know,” Talia 
explained. “They don’t think that they can call 
the governor’s office or know how to write a  
letter to the editor, and that those things help.” 
 
Rural areas are vulnerable to abuse by the  
mining industry because they are small, less  
connected and spread out. Talia’s work combats 
that dynamic by attempting to bring people  
together in storytelling circles or community  
forums, and bringing the issues out in the open. 
Talia feels an inner pull to do what she does, but 
it’s hard work. Her family is what keeps her  
going day to day.  
 
“They inspire me to do what I do. This work is 
protecting their future,” she said. 
 
Visit www.CVNMEF.org and 

make a donation to help us 

keep Talia on board! 

(Continued from page 10) 

C VNM Education Fund is dedicated to 
honoring our natural heritage and 

cherished way of life. We seek to inspire  
citizens, engage voters and transform the 
value of the protection of our air, land, and 
water in a way that will enhance and inform 
the voting process. We do this by: 
 

 Educating and mobilizing voters to 
advocate for positive changes in 
environmental policies; 

 Increasing the capacity of the  
environmental community in New 
Mexico; 

 Elevating the importance of  
environmental issues in the voting 
process. 

 
Visit www.CVNMEF.org  

for more information. 

CVNM Education Fund rural organizer elevates water quality awareness in Cibola and 
McKinley counties 
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Enclosed is my contribution to  CVNM or  CVNM Education Fund: 

 $1,000   $500  $250   $100   $50  $20  Other $ 

OR, become one of our dedicated monthly donors! Enclosed is my monthly pledge of: 

 $50   $25  $10  Other $ 

 The payment method for my gift OR monthly pledge will be: 

  Visa   Mastercard   AMEX    Check (Make payable to CVNM or CVNM Education Fund) 

Card #       Expiration date: 

Signature 

Name 

Address 

City     State   Zip 

Home phone      Day phone 

Contributions to CVNM support political action on behalf of the environment and therefore are not tax deductible.  

Contributions to CVNM Education Fund support our non-political, educational activities and are tax-deductible to the full extent of the law. 

Please mail your  

contributions to: 

507 Webber St. Suite A 

Santa Fe, NM 87505  

Or give online at 

CVNM.org or 

CVNMEF.org. 

Support CVNM today! 

Conservation Voters New Mexico 

507 Webber Street, Suite A 

Santa Fe, NM 87505 

Phone 505.992.8683 

info@cvnm.org 

Protecting the Land of Enchantment, one vote at a time 
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